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Abstract
A one-dimensional model is proposed for the anode of a liquid-feed direct ethanol fuel cell. The complex
kinetics of the ethanol electro-oxidation reaction is described using a multi-step reaction mechanism that
considers free and adsorbed intermediate species on Pt-based binary catalysts. The adsorbed species are
modeled using coverage factors to account for the blockage of the active reaction sites on the catalyst surface. The reaction rates are described by Butler-Volmer equations that are coupled to a one-dimensional
mass transport model which incorporates the effect of ethanol and acetaldehyde crossover. The proposed
kinetic model circumvents the acetaldehyde bottleneck effect observed in previous studies by incorporating CH3 CHOHads among the adsorbed intermediates. A multi-objetive genetic algorithm is used to
determine the reaction constants using anode polarization and product selectivity data obtained from the
literature. By adjusting the reaction constants using the methodology developed here, different catalyst
layers could be modeled and their selectivities could be successfully reproduced.
Keywords: DEFC modeling, ethanol electro-oxidation, reaction mechanism, coverage factors, product
selectivity, genetic optimization

1. Introduction
Direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFC) represent a potential alternative to the archetypical hydrogen-fed
polymer exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) for two main reasons: the ease of production, storage,
and delivery of liquid alcohols (e.g., methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol, n–propanol, etc.), and their
higher volumetric energy density compared to hydrogen [1]. This makes them suitable power sources
for portable electronic devices such as cell phones, laptop computers, or military equipment. In contrast,
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DAFCs have two major drawbacks: the sluggish kinetics of the alcohol electro-oxidation reaction and
the crossover of alcohol and water from anode to cathode through the polymeric membrane [2–5].
Among various alcohols, methanol is the most used due to its high energy density and relatively fast
electro-oxidation kinetics. However, it has several drawbacks: it is easily flammable, highly volatile
(boiling point 65◦ C), and relatively toxic, which may lead to environmental problems due to its large
miscibility with water. Moreover, it is not fully renewable, as it is typically produced from gaseous
hydrocarbons or synthesis gas (i.e., H2 + CO) obtained by the partial oxidation of a hydrocarbonaceous
feed. Ethanol offers an interesting alternative because it can be readily produced by fermentation of
biomass, including agricultural raw materials, and is much less toxic [3, 6]. Furthermore, its diffusivity in
polymeric membranes is smaller than that of methanol, which together with its sluggish electrochemical
oxidation kinetics produces a lesser effect on the cathode performance [7, 8]. On top of that, its mass
energy density is about 30% larger than that of methanol, and it is already the major renewable biofuel.
For instance, countries like Brazil have already deployed a strong ethanol distribution network in petrol
stations [9].
Nowever, the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) is slower and significantly more complex than the
methanol oxidation reaction. The EOR proceeds through a multi-step reaction process that involves adsorbed species like acetyl (CH3 COads ) and carbon monoxide (COads ), and leads to a variety of oxidation
products such as acetaldehyde (CH3 CHO), acetic acid (CH3 COOH), carbon dioxide (CO2 ), and methane
(CH4 ) [4, 10–19], and in smaller amounts ethyl acetate, ethane, ethylene glycol, formic acid and others
[12, 20–22]. The major oxidation products of ethanol on Pt electrodes are indeed acetaldehyde and acetic
acid, not carbon dioxide [23], making the incomplete oxidation of ethanol one of the main unresolved
problems in direct ethanol fuel cells (DEFC). It has been found that the main reason for the low CO2
selectivity is related to the C–C bond cleavage due to the blocking effect of the surface oxidant [24, 25]
and that the sp2 bond is less susceptible to react [25, 26]. Binary catalysts, such as Pt–Sn and Pt–Ru,
exhibit a larger activity for the EOR compared to pure Pt electrodes [19, 20, 24–33]. In this case, the
blockage of the active sites is partially mitigated via a bifunctional mechanism that allows the adsorption
of hydroxyl groups at lower potentials on the secondary metal, thus favoring the further oxidation of the
Pt-adsorbates that block the active catalyst sites [34–36].
Another problem that hinders DEFC operation is the permeation of ethanol from anode to cathode,
which leads to the parasitic electro-oxidation of ethanol at the cathode catalyst. The negative effects
of ethanol crossover include cathode depolarization, poisoning of the cathode catalyst by the permeated
ethanol and its intermediate oxidation products, and reduced fuel utilization [16, 37–39]. These phenom-
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ena result in a reduction of the overall system efficiency, which is particularly pronounced at low current
densities and high ethanol concentrations.
Regarding the modeling activity, most early DEFC models assumed the complete oxidation of ethanol
to CO2 with the transfer of 12 electrons [40, 41]. Other models considered the oxidation of ethanol to
acetic acid with the transfer of only 4 electrons [42–44]. It was not until recently that DEFC models
started to account for the complex multi-step kinetics of the EOR [18, 45, 46], including the effect
of intermediate species such as acetic acid and acetaldehyde [10]. These models typically involve the
calculation of the coverage factors of the intermediate species adsorbed on the catalyst layers (CL) [47],
an approach also used in direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) modeling [48–51]. In a recent work, Meyer
et al. [18] proposed a branched reaction mechanism that involved different electron transfers depending
on the pathway. Despite the good agreement in terms of polarization curves, the composition of the
products predicted with this model is far from satisfactory, as recently shown by the authors [52].
Due to the importance of crossover in DEFC performance, most models have also included this effect
[18, 39–45, 51]. Since the molecular structures of ethanol and methanol are very similar, all crossover
models for ethanol are based on those previously developed for methanol [53], with the crossover flux
driven by molecular diffusion and electro-osmotic drag. By contrast, the crossover of free intermediate
species such as acetaldehyde or acetic acid has not been fully addressed, except by Meyer et al. [18].
Interestingly enough, even when ethanol crossover is considered, only a few models account for the
mixed potential at the cathode due the parasitic electro-oxidation of ethanol. The crossover of oxygen
from cathode to anode, with the associated mixed potential at the anode, represents another source of
potential losses in DEFCs that has only been recently addressed [4, 22].
The aim of this paper is to develop a one-dimensional (1D) across-the-channel model for the anode
of a DEFC accounting for the complex multi-step character of the EOR. The reaction mechanism, which
considers free and adsorbed intermediate species on a Pt-based binary catalyst, represents an extension of
the mechanism recently proposed by Meyer et al. [18]. As main novelty, the improved mechanism incorporates the production of acetic acid from ethanol via CH3 CHOHads , which is now explicitly considered
among the adsorbed intermediates, and a genetic algorithm is used to select the reaction constants so as
to enhance the predictive capabilities (including both anode overpotential and product selectivity) at the
full current density range.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The mathematical model is presented first; including the
description of the model assumptions, the physical domain, and of full set of equations. These include
the multi-step description of the EOR at the anode catalyst, the mass transport of the free species at
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the anode gas diffusion layer, and ethanol and acetaldehyde crossover. Illustrative numerical results are
presented next, with special emphasis on the validation of the model against experimental results and
a discussion of the agreements and disagreements. The concluding remarks are presented in the last
section.

2. Model assumptions and physical domain
2.1. Model assumptions
In the development of the mathematical model, a number of simplifying assumptions have been made:
i) the cell operates in steady-state; ii) the cell temperature (T ) is uniform; iii) the concentrations of ethanol
(E), acetaldehyde (A), and acetic acid (AA) are sufficiently small for the liquid phase to be considered
a diluted aqueous solution; iv) the membrane (assumed to be Nafionr 117) is fully hydrated and is
impermeable to gases; v) the ohmic losses in the catalyst layers, gas diffusion layers, and bipolar plates
are considered negligible compared to ohmic losses in the membrane; vi) the overpotentials, coverage
factors, and free species concentrations are constant across the catalyst layers; vii) the catalyst layer
consists of a Pt-based binary catalysts that allows the adsorption of hydroxyl groups at lower potentials
on the secondary metal according to the bifunctional mechanism described in [34–36]. Although some
of this assumptions could be easily revised to incorporate additional effects in future work, they will be
maintained here for simplicity.
2.2. Physical domain
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a DEFC. The cell is divided into seven regions: anode
channel (ac); anode gas diffusion layer (agdl); anode catalyst layer (acl); polymeric membrane (mem);
cathode catalyst layer (ccl); cathode gas diffusion layer (cgdl); and cathode channel (cc). In the 1D
across-the-channel anode model presented in this work only the anode gas diffusion layer (agdl), the
anode catalyst layer (acl), and the membrane (mem) are included. The figure also shows the notation
used for the concentrations of the free species at the anode/cathode channels, and for the thickness of the
different layers of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA).

3. Anode one-dimensional model
3.1. Anode catalyst layer.
Different reaction mechanisms have been proposed in the literature for the EOR [20, 24, 25, 54, 55].
Due to the large amount of intermediate species, both free and adsorbed, and of potential elementary
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Figure 1: Schematic representation showing the different regions of a DEFC and highlighting the physical domain covered by
the 1D across-the-channel model. The figure summarizes the notation used for the channel concentrations, Ck,ac/cc , the molar
fluxes across the porous layers, Nk , and the membrane crossover flux, Nk,cross , of free species, k, as well as the thickness of the
different layers of the MEA (δ` , ` = agdl, acl, mem, ccl, cgdl). Left: side view; right: cross-sectional view.

reactions, mathematical models exhibit different levels of complexity in the description of the EOR
multi-step reaction [18, 45, 46]. Figure 2 shows the kinetic model proposed in this work. The different
elementary reactions considered are listed in Table 1. The mechanism involves five adsorbed species, four
of them attached to the Pt-sites (CH3 CHOHads , CH3 COads , COads and CH3 ads ), and the fifth (OHads ) to
the secondary metal, according to the bimetallic catalyst assumption. Following previous work, there are
two pathways leading to the production of adsorbed acetyl [20, 25, 54–56]: one through acetaldehyde
production (Reactions 1 and 2) and other through the successive dehydrogenation of the carbon attached
to the alcohol group (Reactions I and II). Ignoring the second pathway, as done by Meyer et al. [18],
results in a reaction mechanism that is unable to predict product selectivities at low current densities [52].
For this reason, the second pathway is also considered in this work to enable the generation of acetic acid
directly from ethanol even at low acetaldehyde production [16]. Following Meyer et al. [18], the two
reaction pathways that emerge from adsorbed acetyl lead to the formation of either acetic acid (Reaction
4) or of COads and CH3 ads through the C–C bond breaking step (Reaction 5).
In the proposed kinetic mechanism, Reaction I represents the adsorption of ethanol to CH3 CHOHads .
The net ethanol adsorption rate is given by the Butler-Volmer equation
qI = 1 − ΘCH3 CHOHads − ΘCH3 COads
−ΘCOads − ΘCH3 ads



αI F
ηa
CE,acl kIf exp
RT

!
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Figure 2: Reaction mechanism for the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) on binary Pt-based catalysts proposed in this work.
Pt-site adsorbed species are indicated by a dashed box; OHads is boxed using dotted lines to indicate that it is adsorbed at the
secondary metal sites. Reactions 4, 6 and 7 use the adsorbed hydroxyl groups to proceed. The exact stoichiometries are shown
in Table 1.

(1 − αI )F
− ΘCH3 CHOHads kIb exp −
ηa
RT

!
(1)

where the factor between brackets in the forward reaction rate, which accounts for the blocking of active
Pt-sites, does not include the adsorbed OH groups because in binary catalysts they are preferably attached
to the secondary metal.
Reaction II describes the oxidation of CH3 CHOHads to CH3 COads , whose reaction rate is given by
!
αII 2F
qII = ΘCH3 CHOHads kII exp
ηa
(2)
RT
Note that this reaction is considered to occur in a single step, as possible intermediates are assumed to
produce no other species [20, 24, 25]. Like other reactions between adsorbates, Reaction II is considered
to be irreversible, hence the reaction rate given in Equation (2) accounts only for the forward reaction.
CH3 CHOHads can also be desorbed to give acetaldehyde through Reaction III. The net reaction rate
is given by
qIII

αIII F
= ΘCH3 CHOHads kIIIf exp
ηa
RT

!

− 1 − ΘCH3 CHOHads − ΘCH3 COads − ΘCOads − ΘCH3 ads


(1 − αIII )2F
× CA,acl kIIIb exp −
ηa
RT
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!
(3)

Table 1: The 11-step reaction mechanism proposed in this work.

Reaction

nα
CH3 CHOHads + H+ + e−

I. CH3 CH2 OH

kIf

αI

1

kIb
II. CH3 CHOHads → CH3 COads + 2H+ + 2e−

kIIf

αII

CH3 CHO + H+ + e−

kIIIf

αIII

CH3 CHO + 2H+ + 2e−

k1f

α1

CH3 COads + H+ + e−

k2f

α2

OHads + H+ + e−

k3f

1
1

k2b
3. H2 O

2
2

k1b
2. CH3 CHO

1
1

kIIIb
1. CH3 CH2 OH

2
2

kIIb
III. CH3 CHOHads

1

α3

1
1

k3b
4. CH3 COads + OHads −→ CH3 COOH

k4

5. CH3 COads −→ COads + CH3 ads

k5

6. COads + OHads −→ CO2 + H+ + e−

k6

α6

1

7. CH3 ads + 2OHads −→ CO2 + 5H+ + 5e−

k7

α7

5

8. CH3 ads + H+ + e− −→ CH4

k8

α8

1

In our extended reaction model, Reaction III is considered to be reversible, with acetaldehyde being also
produced from ethanol by Reaction 1 and oxidized to CH3 COads through Reaction 2 [20, 24, 25]. In this
case, the backward reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of acetaldehyde and to the available
Pt-sites.
Reaction 1 represents the redox reaction between ethanol and acetaldehyde. Under the bimetallic
catalyst assumption, the net reaction rate is given by
q1 = 1 − ΘCH3 CHOHads − ΘCH3 COads − ΘCOads − ΘCH3 ads
!
"
α1 2F
× CE,acl k1f exp
ηa
RT



(1 − α1 )2F
ηa
−CA,acl k1b exp −
RT
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!#
(4)

As discussed above, the oxidation of acetaldehyde to CH3 COads is described by Reaction 2, with the
net reaction rate given by
q2 = 1 − ΘCH3 COads − ΘCOads − ΘCH3 ads



α2 F
CA,acl k2f exp
ηa
RT

!
(1 − α2 )F
− ΘCH3 COads k2b exp −
ηa
RT

!
(5)

The dissociative adsorption of water to yield adsorbed hydroxyl groups is represented by Reaction 3.
The water activation rate, which in binary Pt-based catalysts occurs on the secondary metal, is given by
!

α3 F
q3 = k3f 1 − ΘOHads exp
ηa
RT
!
(1 − α3 )F
− k3b ΘOHads exp −
ηa (6)
RT
Reaction 4 describes the formation of acetic acid from adsorbed acetyl and hydroxyl groups. Since
this reaction does not involve charge transfer it is independent of the anode overpotential, and its rate can
be written as
q4 = k4 ΘCH3 COads ΘOHads

(7)

An alternative pathway for the subsequent oxidation of acetyl starts with the breaking of the C–C
bond to give COads and CH3ads . The rate of the C–C bond breaking step, represented by Reaction 5, does
not involve charge transfer either, so it is simply proportional to the acetyl coverage factor
q5 = k5 ΘCH3 COads

(8)

The COads produced in Reaction 5 can be further oxidized to CO2 using an adsorbed hydroxyl group
following Reaction 6. The corresponding rate of CO2 production from COads is given by
!
α6 F
ηa
q6 = k6 ΘCOads ΘOHads exp
RT

(9)

Although the final fate of the adsorbed CH3 -fragment is not clear, Meyer et al. [18] presumed that
it was either oxidized to CO2 with the help of two OH-groups through Reaction 7, or reduced at low
potentials to CH4 following Reaction 8. The corresponding rates of CH3ads oxidation and reduction to
carbon dioxide and methane are respectively given by
!
α7 5F
2
q7 = k7 ΘCH3 ads ΘOHads exp
ηa
RT

(10)

and
α8 F
q8 = k8 ΘCH3 ads exp −
ηa
RT

!
(11)
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To determine the coverage factors of the five adsorbed species (CH3 CHOHads , CH3 COads , COads ,
CH3 ads , and OHads ) the steady-state approximation (SSA) is applied to all of them, which yields the
following set of equations
CH3 CHOHads :

qI − qII − qIII = 0

(12)

CH3 COads

:

q2 + qII − q5 − q4 = 0

(13)

OHads

:

q3 − q4 − q6 − 2q7 = 0

(14)

COads

:

q5 − q6 = 0

(15)

CH3 ads

:

q5 − q8 − q7 = 0

(16)

As shown in the Appendix, upon substitution of expressions (1)–(11) for the net reaction rates qr into
Eqs. (12)–(16), a system of five non-linear algebraic equations is obtained for the five coverage factors
Θk . After some algebraic manipulations, the system can be reduced to a fifth-order polynomial equation
for ΘOHads , which can be shown to have a real root between 0 and 1. This root can be obtained numerically
for specified values of the ethanol and acetaldehyde concentrations at the anode catalyst layer, CE,acl and
CA,acl , and of the anode overpotential, ηa , readily yielding the remaining coverage factors from algebraic
expressions. The cell temperature, T , and the set of kinetic parameters (including the rate constants, kk ,
and transfer coefficients, αk ) must also be specified, and will be kept constant throughout the iterative
solution process.
It is worth noting that, unlike previous models [18, 52], here the coverage factors depends explicitly
on the concentration of ethanol at the anode catalyst layer, CE,acl , through the net reaction rate qI . The
reason is that our reaction mechanism includes, as previously stated, the production of CH3 CHOHads
through Reaction I as a possible pathway for the oxidation of ethanol to CH3 COads , which has not been
explicitly considered in previous studies.
Once the coverage factors are known, the area specific net production (or consumption) rates of the
free species, expressed in moles produced (or consumed) per unit time and per unit surface area of anode
catalyst layer, can be written as
ωE

= − (qI + q1 ) δacl

(17)

ωA

= (q1 + qIII − q2 ) δacl

(18)

ωAA = q4 δacl

(19)

ωCO2 = (q6 + q7 ) δacl

(20)

ωCH4 = q8 δacl

(21)
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ωW = −q3 δacl

(22)

where the subscript W denotes water. With this notation, positive (or negative) values of ωk indicate
net production (or consumption) of species k. Multiplying the area specific reaction rates, qr δacl , by
the number of electrons transferred in each reaction, nr , adding the resulting electron generation rates
all together and multiplying by Faraday’s constant provides the current density generated at the anode
catalyst layer
i = F (qI + 2qII + qIII + 2q1 + q2 + q3 + q6 + 5q7 − q8 ) δacl

(23)

Note in particular the relevant role of Reaction 7, which releases 5 electrons and therefore may have a
significant impact on the total current density generation even for moderately low values of q7 .
3.2. Anode gas diffusion layer (agdl).
The net molar flux of the free reacting species, transported by convection and diffusion from the bulk
fluid in the anode channel (ac) to the anode channel/gas diffusion layer interface (agdl/ac), is modeled
using an overall mass transport coefficient h [40, 46], which allows to write


Nk = −h Ck,ac − Ck,ac/agdl

k = E, A

(24)

where Ck,ac represents the bulk concentration of species k in the anode channel, and Ck,ac/agdl is the
concentration of species k at the ac/agdl interface. Note that the sign of Nk indicates whether the net
molar flux of species k is directed in the positive or negative y-direction, with Nk > 0 indicating that the
net molar flux of species k goes from the catalyst layer to the flow channel, while for Nk < 0 it goes from
the channel to the catalyst layer.
The mass transport of free species across the gas diffusion layer is driven by Fickian diffusion and by
the convective drag of water flowing through the gas diffusion layer
Nk = −Deff
k,agdl

∂Ck
+ vW C k
∂y

k = E, A

(25)

where Deff
=  3/2 Dk,W is the effective diffusivity of species k in the porous media, expressed using
k,agdl
Bruggeman correction in terms of the porosity  of the gas diffusion layer and of the bulk diffusivity Dk,W
of species k in water. Although this correction is known to overestimate the effective diffusivity [57, 58],
it is also the most extended assumption for the description of diffusive transport in DEFC [18, 40, 48, 51]
and therefore will be adopted here for simplicity. The values of the bulk diffusivity and gdl porosity used
in this work are shown in Table 4.
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A more realistic description of diffusive transport in the gas diffusion layer would have required
accounting for two-dimensional effects coming from the rib-channel pattern, including, e.g., porosity
variations [59] across the porous layer, or the use of a 3.5 exponent for the through-plane effective
diffusivity [57]. However, the lack of agreement in the values of the diffusion coefficients reported
in the literature, with values from 1/3 [18] to 3 [10, 40, 43] times the one considered here, makes it
meaningless to consider a more complex model. Moreover, the role of mass transport in the current
density range where the reaction mechanism will be fitted to experimental results is anticipated to be
unimportant because those currents are moderately far from the limiting current density.
Equation (25) involves the average velocity of water across the gas diffusion layer

WW 
W i
vW =
ωW − nd
ρW
F

(26)

which is induced by the water consumption rate ωW (< 0) at the anodic reaction and the electro-osmotic
flux of water crossing the membrane, to be addressed below. Note that with the transverse y-coordinate
pointing from cathode to anode (see Figure 1), the water velocity vw must be negative, since water always
moves from anode to cathode.
Integrating Equation (25) across the gas diffusion layer, with boundary conditions Ck = Ck,ac/agdl at
the ac/agdl interface and Ck = Ck,acl at the acl, and making use of (24) to eliminate Ck,ac/agdl from the
resulting expression, the molar flux of species k can be written as [41]
Nk Ck,ac ; CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa


=−

Ck,ac evW /kk,gdl − Ck,acl
vW
evW /kk,gdl (1 + vW /h) − 1

k = E, A (27)

where kk,agdl = Deff
/δ denotes the diffusive mass transfer coefficient of the gas diffusion layer.
k,agdl acl
It should be noted that the molar fluxes given in Equation (27) are a function of CE,acl , CA,acl , and ηa ,
because the water velocity vW given in (26) depends both on ωW and i, which in turn depend on CE,acl ,
CA,acl , and ηa . As will be shown below, the values of CE,acl and CA,acl must be determined iteratively from
the solution of the full mass transport problem, which includes the effect of ethanol and acetaldehyde
crossover.
3.3. Ethanol and acetaldehyde crossover.
The permeation of ethanol and other reactive species, such as acetaldehyde, through the polymeric
membrane constitutes a severe problem in DEFCs. The reactive species that cross the membrane are
prone to react electrochemically with oxygen at the cathode catalyst, which results in a parasitic current that increases the cathode overpotential. But this is not the only effect of crossover, which is also
11

noticeable at the anode electrode, where a fraction of the fuel that reaches the active region of the cell
leaks across the membrane due to the crossover flux. This reduces the amount of fuel that is available to
produce current at the anode catalyst layer, thereby increasing the so-called concentration overpotential.
The hypothesis that the membrane is impermeable to gases implies that oxygen crossover should be
ignored. Jablonski et al. [22] detected the presence of acetaldehyde and acetic acid in the anode outlet
stream under open circuit conditions, which was attributed to the parasitic electro-oxidation of ethanol at
the anode electrode with the oxygen crossing the membrane from cathode to anode. Their experiments
were carried out with pure oxygen feed at 200 kPa cathode pressure, which could have accentuated the
oxygen crossover rate. This effect, however, is anticipated to be less important for fuel cells operated with
air at nearly atmospheric pressure. By way of contrast, James and Pickup [38] attributed the presence
of acetaldehyde and acetic acid in the anode outlet to the parasitic electrooxidation of ethanol at the
cathode side followed by the back diffusion of those two products to the anode side, from where they
were evacuated by the anode liquid stream. The lack of agreement found in the literature and the small
quantitative effect of oxygen crossover justify, in any case, ignoring the crossover of oxygen in the
analysis.
As a result, in our model we shall consider only the effect of ethanol an acetaldehyde crossover, since
in low-temperature DEFCs they are the only reacting free species that generate electrons in the EOR.
Just like the crossover flux of methanol in DMFCs [53], the crossover flux of ethanol and acetaldehyde
are driven by Fickian diffusion and electro-osmotic drag
Nk,cross CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa


= −Deff
k,mem

∂Ck,acl
i
+ nkd
∂y
F

k = E, A (28)

k
where Deff
k,mem is the effective diffusivity of species k in the membrane and nd is the electro-osmotic drag

coefficient of species k, defined as the number of molecules of species k dragged by a proton crossing
the membrane. For low species concentrations, this coefficient can be expressed in terms of the electroosmotic drag coefficient of water, nW
d , as
nkd =

WW W
n Ck,acl
ρW d

(29)

where WW is the molecular weight of water, ρW is the density of water, and nW
d is given in terms of
temperature by [60]
"
!#
1
1
w
nd = 2.9 exp 1029
−
333 T

(30)
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Assuming that the electro-oxidation of both ethanol and acetaldehyde in the cathode electrode is fast
enough for the resulting concentrations of both species at the cathode catalyst layer to be much smaller
than those at the anode catalyst layer, the crossover fluxes can be written in first approximation as
Nk,cross CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa


 eff

 Dk,mem WW W i 
 Ck,acl
= − 
+
n
δmem
ρw d F 

k = E, A (31)

3.4. Determination of the free species concentrations.
The concentrations of ethanol and acetaldehyde at the anode catalyst layer are determined from the
local mass balance of ethanol and acetaldehyde at this layer. Imposing that the molar flux of ethanol
(acetaldehyde) that reaches the acl by convection and diffusion from the anode backing must be equal
to the rate of ethanol (acetaldehyde) consumption at the anode catalyst layer, plus the flux of ethanol
(acetaldehyde) that crosses the membrane, yields the two equations
NE CE,ac ; CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa




= ωE CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa − NE,cross CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa (32)

NA CA,ac ; CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa




= ωA CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa − NA,cross CE,acl , CA,acl , ηa (33)

where the molar fluxes Nk reaching the acl are given by (27), the electrochemical consumption rates ωk
by (17) and (18), and the crossover fluxes Nk,cross by (31). Note that Eqs. (32) and (33) do not show the
explicit dependence of the different terms on the cell temperature T and the reaction constants, which are
assumed to remain unchanged during the iterative solution process.
Given the channel concentrations, CE,ac and CA,ac , and the anode overpotential, ηa , equations (32)
and (33) represent a system of two non-linear algebraic equations for the two unknowns CE,acl and CA,acl
that must be solved numerically. To this end, we used the fsolve routine from the MATLAB optimization
toolbox, specifying sufficiently small values for the concentrations of ethanol and acetaldehyde (e.g.,
0
0
CE,acl
= CE,acl
= 0.05 M) as suitable initial guesses to avoid reaching negative spurious solutions during

the iterative process. The concentration of the remaining non-adsorbed species (i.e., acetic acid, CO2 ,
and CH4 ) at the acl, which do not influence the electro-oxidation rate of ethanol and acetaldehyde, could
be obtained a posteriori from the corresponding mass balances.
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3.5. Product selectivity.
As widely seen in the literature, a handy index to analyze the product distribution in DEFCs is the
product selectivity [16, 19, 61], defined as the fractional amount of the overall molar production rate
corresponding to a given species k. In DEFCs, the product selectivity of species k can be calculated as
follows
sk [%] =

ωk
ωA + ωAA + ωCO2 + ωCH4

k = E, A, CO2 , CH4

(34)

in terms of the molar production rates of the different products generated by the EOR. The product
selectivities can also be expressed in terms of the net reaction rates qr as follows
q1 + qIII − q2
q1 + qIII − q2 + q4 + q6 + q7 + q8
q4
=
q1 + qIII − q2 + q4 + q6 + q7 + q8
q8
=
q1 + qIII − q2 + q4 + q6 + q7 + q8
q6 + q7
=
q1 + qIII − q2 + q4 + q6 + q7 + q8

=

sA
sAA
sCH4
sCO2

(35)

expressions obtained by substituting the ωk given in (17)–(22) into Equation (34).
3.6. Model fitting procedure.
A simulation campaign was carried out to validate the model predictions against experimental data
reported in the literature. The comparison was limited to the polarization curve of the anode electrode,
and to the selectivity index sk of the main products, k = acetaldehyde (A), acetic acid (AA), carbon
dioxide (CO2 ), and methane (CH4 ). As part of the model set-up process, a set of reaction constants was
calculated to fit the model to the available experimental results of selectivity and anode overpotential
[16], the latter obtained with the aid of a dynamic hydrogen electrode. An optimization procedure was
used to obtain the set of reaction constants. As in previous work [52], the built-in gamultiobj multiobjective genetic algorithm solver, available in MATLAB, was used to optimize an objective function. The
objective function used was the quadratic norm of the relative errors for the current density, acetaldehyde,
acetic acid, an CO2 selectivities for the pair of anode overpotentials 0.3375 V and 0.4009 V
v
t
X xi,LP − xi !2
err =
xi,LP
i

(36)

where xi,LP denote the current density and product selectivities reported by Li & Pickup [16], which are
summarized in Table 2, and xi is the corresponding value computed with the present model. The set of
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reaction constants and transfer coefficients obtained in [52] was used as initial population for Reactions 1
to 8. For Reactions I to III the initial population was obtained adopting the reaction constants of similar
reactions found in the original mechanism of Meyer et al. [18]. For instance, Reactions I and III are
adsorption/desorption reactions, just like Reaction 2; whereas Reaction II is a reaction between adsorbed
species, just like Reaction 5. The set of reaction constants and transfer coefficients obtained from the
optimization process is shown in Table 3. The reaction constants and transfer coefficients reported in
previous works are also included for comparative purposes.
Table 2: Experimentally measured product selectivity data reported by Li & Pickup [16].

ηa [V]

0.3375

0.4009

300

600

sA

0.165

0.377

sAA

0.768

0.556

sCO2

0.067

0.067

i [A m−2 ]

3.7. Effective electron generation number.
Each ethanol molecule consumed in the EOR may follow one of the three main chemical paths represented in Figure 2: acetaldehyde production, acetic acid production or C–C bond breaking. The first path
produces one molecule of acetaldehyde for each molecule of ethanol consumed and releases 2 electrons.
The second path produces one molecule of acetic acid for each molecule of ethanol, releasing 4 electrons
instead. The third path proceeds through the C–C bond breaking step, and therefore produces two single
carbon molecules for each molecule of ethanol consumed. These two molecules may be either a CO2 and
a CH4 molecule (produced by Reactions 6 and 8 releasing 4 electrons) or two CO2 molecules (produced
by Reactions 6 and 7 releasing 12 electrons) depending on the final fate of the adsorbed methyl group.
While the carbonyl group is always oxidized to CO2 through Reaction 6, the methyl group can be either
oxidized to CO2 through Reaction 7 or reduced to CH4 through reaction 8. As a result, the generation of
a CO2 molecule by Reaction 6 is always accompanied either by the production of another CO2 molecule
by Reaction 7 or by the production of a CH4 molecule by Reaction 8. As a result, the molar production
rate of CO2 by Reaction 6 must be equal to the sum of the molar production rates of CO2 and CH4 by
Reactions 7 and 8
q6 = q7 + q8

(37)
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Table 3: Sets of reactions constants and charge transfer coefficients originally reported by Meyer et al. [18], and genetically
optimized to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data using Meyer et al.’s mechanism and the extended
mechanism proposed in this work.

Constant

Meyer et al. [18]

Extended mechanism

fitted to [16]

fitted to [16]

–

–

0.3306

–

–

1.8 ×10−3

–

–

1.34 ×102

–

–

1.01 ×103

–

–

22.67

2.8 ×10−6

1.5 ×10−5

3.49 ×10−5

2.21 ×10−2

1.86 ×10−2

13.784

6.22 ×10−5

8.92 ×10−4

6.4 ×10−2

10−8

5.54 ×10−9

10−4

7.4 ×10−3

3.5 ×10−3

0.9619

1.8 ×103

1.8 ×103

1.01 ×102

2 ×104

3.4 ×106

2.77 ×102

10−7

3.15 ×104

5.67

1.15 ×10−2

9.53 ×10−1

0.1391

10−14

6.78 ×109

9.2

2.9 ×10−4

7.42 ×10−4

45.04

αI

–

–

0.325

αII

–

–

0.473

αIII

–

–

0.362

α1

0.5

0.495

0.499

α2

0.5

0.329

0.359

α3

0.5

0.346

0.355

α6

0.5

0.38

0.319

α7

0.5

0.488

0.427

α8

0.5

0.447

0.423

h

i

kIf s−1
h
i
kIb mol m−3 s−1
h
i
kII mol m−3 s−1
h
i
kIIIf mol m−3 s−1
h i
kIIIb s−1
h i
k1f s−1
h i
k1b s−1
h i
k2f s−1
h
i
k2b mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k3f mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k3b mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k4 mol m−3 s−1
i
h
k5 mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k6 mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k7 mol m−3 s−1
h
i
k8 mol m−3 s−1

Meyer et al. [18]
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a result that follows mathematically from Eqs. (15) and (16).
To investigate the origin of the different species produced by the EOR, and in particular the chemical
pathways leading to CO2 formation, let us consider the following set of global reactions
CH3 CH2 OH

→ CH3 CHO + 2H+ + 2e−

(GR1)

CH3 CH2 OH + H2 O → CH3 COOH + 4H+ + 4e−

(GR2)

CH3 CH2 OH + H2 O → CO2 + CH4 + 4H+ + 4e−

(GR3)

CH3 CH2 OH + 3H2 O → 2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e−

(GR4)

which represent, respectively, the overall processes leading to the generation of (GR1) acetaldehyde,
(GR2) acetic acid, (GR3) CO2 and CH4 through Reactions 6 and 8, and (GR4) 2CO2 through Reactions
6 and 7, indicating the number of electrons released in each case. Hereafter the fraction of ethanol
consumed by the different global reactions shall be denoted as the path selectivity, sGR j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
P
such that 4j=1 sGR j = 1. It is also convenient to introduce the effective electron generation number, neff ,
defined as the average number of electrons produced by each ethanol molecule consumed at the anode
catalyst layer. This number, which gives us an idea about the overall effectiveness of the EOR in terms
of current production, can be calculated from the path selectivities as
neff = 2sGR1 + 4sGR2 + 4sGR3 + 12sGR4

(38)

Note that this expression distinguishes the fractions of CO2 produced by Reaction 6 that correspond
either to (GR3) or (GR4).
The path selectivity of the four global reactions can be computed from the model results as
q1 + qIII − q2
|q1 + qI |
q4
=
|q1 + qI |
q8
=
|q1 + qI |
q7
=
|q1 + qI |

sGR1 =
sGR2
GR3

s

sGR4

(39)

where the denominator |q1 + qI | represents the ethanol consumption rate. The numerator of each path
selectivity represents the rate of each global reaction according to the present model. Unlike the product
selectivity, the path selectivity accounts for the fraction of ethanol that is consumed through each global
reaction. A relationship between path and product selectivities is thus needed if we want to calculate
the effective electron generation number from (38) using experimental data, which only provide product
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selectivities. To this end, the product selectivities are first expressed in terms of the path selectivities as
sGR1

sGR1 + sGR2 + 2 sGR3 + sGR4
sGR2
= GR1

s
+ sGR2 + 2 sGR3 + sGR4
sGR3
= GR1

s
+ sGR2 + 2 sGR3 + sGR4
sGR3 + 2sGR4
= GR1

s
+ sGR2 + 2 sGR3 + sGR4

=

sA
sAA
sCH4
sCO2

(40)

where it has been taken into account that, according to their global stoichiometries, (GR3) and (GR4)
yield two molecules of reaction products for each molecule of ethanol consumed. The above expressions
are not linearly independent because the sum of the product selectivities is equal to unity by definition.
P
Using three of them together with the linear relation 4j=1 sGR j = 1, one obtains a system of four linear
equations for the four path selectivities, which can be readily inverted to give
sA

sA + sAA + sCO2 + sCH4
sAA
=

sA + sAA + 21 sCO2 + sCH4
sCH4
=

sA + sAA + 21 sCO2 + sCH4

1
2 sCO2 − sCH4
=

sA + sAA + 21 sCO2 + sCH4

sGR1 =
sGR2
sGR3
sGR4

1
2

(41)

Using these expressions in Equation (38), the effective electron generation number can alternatively be
written as
neff =

2sA + 4sAA + 6sCO2 − 2sCH4

sA + sAA + 21 sCO2 + sCH4
=

2sA + 4sAA + 6sCO2 − 2sCH4

1 − 21 sCO2 + sCH4

(42)

thereby enabling its evaluation either from experimental data or numerical/modeling results.

4. Results and discussion
All the results presented below were obtained using the fixed set of physical constants, mass transport
properties and design parameters presented in Table 4. This includes, in particular, a constant ethanol
feed concentration of 1 M, and a cell operating temperature of 70◦ C, values adopted from the available
experimental data used to optimize the kinetic constants.
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Table 4: Physical constants, mass transport coefficients and design parameters used in the 1D across-the-channel model.

Property

Value

Reference

Molecular diffusivity of ethanol in water, DE,W

10−9 m2 s−1

[62]

Molecular diffusivity of acetaldehyde in water, DA,W

10−9 m2 s−1

[62]

Molecular diffusivity of ethanol in membrane, DE,mem

10−9 m2 s−1

[40]

Molecular diffusivity of acetaldehyde in membrane, DA,mem

10−9 m2 s−1

[40]

0.78

[18]

10−6 m s−1

Assumed

Anode gdl thickness, δagdl

280 µm

[18]

Anode cl thickness, δacl

20 µm

[18]

Membrane thickness, δmem

178 µm

[18]

Ethanol feed concentration, CE,ac

1M

Assumed

Temperature, T

70°C

Assumed

GDL porosity, 
Mass transfer coefficient ac/agdl, h

Figure 3 shows the anode polarization curve predicted by the present model compared against the
experimental data of Li & Pickup [16]. As can be seen, the model, optimized genetically to fit both
the polarization and product selectivity data, correctly reproduces the anode overpotential in the whole
current density range. For comparative purposes, the figure also shows the anode polarization curve
reported by Meyer et al. [18]. When using the reaction mechanism and kinetic parameters suggested by
Meyer et al. [18], the polarization curve predicted by our model also agrees well with the experimental
data, although the range of power densities under study is significantly narrower in this case.
Figures 4a, 4b and 4c show the variation of the product selectivities with the current density predicted
by the present model compared with the experimental data reported by Li & Pickup [16]. It is seen that
acetaldehyde (A), acetic acid (AA), and CO2 selectivities are correctly reproduced at both high and
low currents. The experimental data used to optimize the kinetic parameters of Table 2 precludes the
production of methane at the current densities under study. However, the model predicts a slight methane
yield (sCH4 ∼ 0.05) at very low currents (< 3 mA/cm2 ), although no experimental data is available to
confirm this result. Summarizing, the experimental results show that acetaldehyde selectivity increases
with current density, while acetic acid decreases and CO2 remains unchanged. These trends are correctly
predicted by the optimized kinetic model. However, when using the mechanism of Meyer et al. [18] the
predicted selectivity of acetaldehyde remains above 90% up to 50 mA/cm2 , in contrast with the much
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Figure 3: Anode overpotential measured experimentally by Meyer et al. [18] and Li & Pickup [16] and computed with the
present model optimized to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data (solid line), and using the set of
reaction constants proposed by Meyer et al. [18] (dashed line).

lower values measured by Li & Pickup [16] and captured by the new model. Interestingly enough, the
new reaction mechanism yields much better agreement in terms of product selectivities also when the
mechanism by Meyer et al. [18] is supplied with a genetically optimized set of reaction constants, as has
been recently shown by the authors elsewhere [52].
The improved performance of the extended model, particularly in terms of product selectivity, stems
from the fact that it is not biased towards the formation of acetaldehyde like the mechanism originally
proposed by Meyer et al. [18], which hinders the production of acetic acid at low current densities due
to the acetaldehyde bottleneck effect [52]. By contrast, the new model is able to predict high acetic acid
selectivities at low currents thanks to the new chemical pathway involving adsorbed species (Reactions
I, II and III). The improvement is also observed in the predicted effective electron generation number. As
seen in Figure 4d, the new model predicts values of neff ' 4 for all current densities in agreement with the
experimental data reported in [16, 61]. The agreement disappears when using the reaction mechanism of
Meyer et al. [18], which result in values of neff ' 2 much lower than those observed experimentally.
As previously discussed, the proposed model exhibits two paths leading to the production of adsorbed
acetyl: one through acetaldehyde production (Reactions 1 and 2) and other through CH3 CHOHads (Reactions I and II). The numerical results show that this dual path fits perfectly in the full current density
range. Figures 5 and 6 show, respectively, the net reaction rate of all the elementary reactions involved
in the new mechanism and the area specific molar production (A, AA ans CO2 ) and consumption (E
and W) rates of the free species. Ethanol is consumed by two reactions, Reactions 1 and I, with a net
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Figure 4: Variation of a) acetaldehyde, b) acetic acid, and c) CO2 selectivity, and d) the effective electron generation number
with the current density as obtained with the present model optimized to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product
selectivity data (solid line), and using the set of reaction constants proposed by Meyer et al. [18] (dashed line).

consumption rate given by Equation (17). At low currents ethanol consumption proceeds mainly through
Reaction I, while at high currents Reaction 1 takes over and becomes dominant although Reaction I still
contributes significantly.
Acetaldehyde is the only free intermediate species and therefore plays a crucial role in the EOR. It
is produced by Reactions 1 and III and consumed by Reaction 2, with a net production rate given by
Equation (18). As can be see, at low current densities acetaldehyde production occurs mainly through
Reaction III. The rate of this reaction decreases steadily and is soon surpassed by that of Reaction 1,
which constitutes the main path for acetaldehyde production at high currents. Acetaldehyde consumption
becomes also significant at high currents, when the rate of Reaction 2 approaches that of Reaction 1. At
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Figure 5: Net reaction rate of all the reactions involved in the model plotted as a function of current density (top) and anode
overpotential (bottom). Calculation performed with the set of reactions constants optimized to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data. Note that since q5 = q6 = q7 + q8 , with q8  q7 , the curves for q5 , q6 and q7 are
indistinguishable.

this point, net acetaldehyde production starts to decline due to the effect of mass transport losses, since
ethanol starvation forces the cell to draw current from acetaldehyde consumption. Note also that at lowto-medium currents the net production rate of acetaldehyde is relatively small compared to other species,
particularly acetic acid, leading to the low acetaldehyde selectivity shown in Figure 4a in agreement
with the experimental data reported in literature [16, 61]. By way of contrast, a significantly higher
acetaldehyde selectivity is predicted at very low currents due to production through Reaction III, although
no experimental data is available to validate this results.
Figure 7 shows the coverage factors of the five adsorbed species plotted as a function of the anode
overpotential. The numerical results exhibit high COads occupation at low-to-medium overpotentials,
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Figure 6: Net production and consumption rates of the five free species involved in the model plotted as a function of current
density (top) and anode overpotential (bottom). Calculation performed with the set of reactions constants optimized to fit Li &
Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data.

with representative values ΘCOads = {0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8} occurring for η = {0.167, 0.233, 0.273, 0.303}.
At higher overpotentials, the Pt-sites left free by the carbonyl groups are occupied by adsorbed acetyl
molecules, which promotes the production of acetic acid and the C–C bond breaking step. Figure 5
shows that the former (q4 ) is significantly faster than the latter (q5 ), with a ratio between both reaction
rates of order 20 for all current densities. As a result, low CO2 selectivity is observed at low and high
overpotentials. Kavanagh el al. [25] attributed the low CO2 selectivity at low overpotentials to the
unavailability of oxidants, which inhibits the electro-oxidation of COads to CO2 , the former effectively
acting as a poisoning species. This is compatible with the high COads occupation observed in Figure 7
at low-to-medium overpotentials. They also attributed the low CO2 selectivity at higher potentials in
Pt catalysts to the fact that C–C bond cleavage is inhibited by the presence of surface oxidants. This
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effect can not be observed in our model, where the hydroxyl groups are mainly attached to the secondary
metal sites, since water activation into the Pt-sites does not occur at the overpotential range considered
here [34–36].
100
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Figure 7: Coverage factors of the five adsorbed species involved in the model plotted as a function of anode overpotential
(top) and detail representing only the three largest coverage factors (bottom). Calculation performed with the set of reactions
constants optimized to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data.

Water activation is required, in particular, for Reactions 4, 6 and 7. As seen in Figure 6, the water
consumption rate is lower than the ethanol consumption rate both at low and high current densities, the
ranges where acetaldehyde selectivity is higher. There is only a narrow gap in the middle, with the lowest
acetaldehyde selectivities, where water consumption is sightly higher than ethanol consumption. As
indicated by the stoichiometry of the global reactions, water consumption is required for the production
of acetic acid, CO2 and CH4 through reactions (GR2), (GR3) and (GR4), but not for the production
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of acetaldehyde through reaction (GR1), which explains the relation between water consumption and
acetaldehyde selectivity.
Figures 8a and 8b show the percentage of the total current density generated by the elementary reactions involving electron transfer. It is seen that the reactions that lead to the formation of adsorbed acetyl
(Reactions I, II, III, 1 and 2) generate between 70% and 75% of the total current density. The new path
considered in this work (Reactions I, II and III) dominates at low current densities while the original
path proposed by Meyer et al. [18] (Reactions 1 and 2) dominates at higher currents. This is compatible
with the low acetaldehyde selectivities observed at low-to-medium current densities. Reaction 3 plays
also a key role, since it generates about 20% of the total current and produces the adsorbed hydroxyl
groups required for Reactions 4, 6 and 7 to proceed. The rest of the current is generated by Reactions 6
and 7, which have nearly the same reaction rate (see Figure 5), although the latter generates five times
more current because it involves the transfer of five electrons instead of one. Note that Reaction 8 does
not contribute to current generation. This is because the model predicts a negligible methane production
(q8  q7 ) following the lack of methane selectivity reported in the literature [16, 19, 61]. According to
Eqs. (15) and (37), the same reaction rates are then obtained for Reactions 5, 6 and 7.
To finish the discussion of results, Figures 8c and 8d show the selectivity of the four global reactions
GR j. Due to the negligible methane production predicted by the model, the selectivity of the global
reactions is very similar to that of their corresponding product species. The largest selectivity of the
second global reaction, leading to the production of acetic acid, agrees well with the effective electron
generation number neff , which is always close to 4.

5. Conclusions
A detailed reaction mechanism has been proposed to describe ethanol electro-oxidation on binary
Pt-based catalysts used in Direct Ethanol PEM Fuel Cells. The kinetic model involves five adsorbates
(CH3 CHOHads , CH3 COads , COads , CH3 ads , and OH) and six free species, including two reactants (water
and ethanol) and four product species (acetaldehyde, acetic acid, carbon dioxide, and methane). The
model has been coupled to a 1D across-the-channel description of the mass transport processes that take
place in the anode of a DEFC. The resulting mathematical problem yields the coverage factors of the
adsorbates, the rates of the elemetary reactions, the production/consumption rates of the free species, the
cell current density, the product and global reaction selectivities, and the effective electron generation
number for given values of the concentrations of ethanol and acetaldehyde at the anode channel, the
anode overpotential, the cell temperature, and a particular set of kinetic constants. A new methodology
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Figure 8: Percentage of the total current density generated by the elementary reactions involving electrons transfer plotted as a
function of a) current density and b) anode overpotential, and selectivity of the global reactions GR j, j = 1, . . . , 4, plotted as a
function of c) current density and d) anode overpotential. Calculation performed with the set of reactions constants optimized
to fit Li & Pickup’s [16] overpotential and product selectivity data.

based on the use of a multi-objective genetic algorithm has been used to optimize the set of kinetic
constants that better fits selected results taken from the literature. As a result, the genetically optimized
model is able to reproduce experimental anode polarization and product selectivity data for all the current
densities under study.
Among the chemical species included in the reaction mechanims, the main species involved in current
generation are ethanol and acetaldehyde, and the main non-reactive products are acetic acid and CO2 ,
the concentration of secondary species such as methane being negligibly small. The computation of
the global reaction selectivities and the effective electron generation number neff , introduced for the first
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time in this work, showed that the EOR produces roughly 4 electrons in the binary Pt-based catalyst
compositions used in state-of-the-art DEFCs. This explains why previous EOR models with acetic acid
as unique final product yielded good results in terms of polarization curves. However, they were unable
to predict product selectivity.
The proposed 1D across-the-chanel model could be extended to account for the remaining layers of
the MEA, namely the cathode catalyst layer (ccl) and the cathode gas diffusion layer (cgdl). The resulting
full MEA model (including the agdl, acl, mem, ccl, and cgdl, where mass/charge fluxes are dominated by
transverse gradients in the through-plane direction) could be coupled to a 1D along-the-channel model
(including the anode and cathode channels, where mass transport fluxes are dominated by downstream
convection) to yield a fully predictive 1D+1D operational model for DEFCs. However, introducing such
complexity at this early stage of development was considered counterproductive for our main goal of
optimizing the multi-step EOR mechanism. As a result, such extensions are left for future work.
The influence of mass transport also warrants further work. The fibrous nature of the GDL combined
with the cell assembly process are known to modify the effective mass transport properties. Effective
diffusivities derived from detailed studies of fibrous porous layers [57, 58] may be used to improve the
values of the kinetic constants reported herein. The methodology described in this work could also be
used to investigate the kinetics of the EOR on different catalyst layers, provided overpotential and product
selectivity data were available.
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Nomenclature
Symbols
Ck,`

molar concentration of species k in layer ` [mol m−3 ]

Dk,`

molecular diffusivity of species k in layer ` [m2 s−1 ]

F

Faraday’s constant, 96487 [C mol−1 ]

h

mass transport coefficient ac/agdl [m s−1 ]

i

current density [A m−2 ]

kr

rate constant of Reaction r [mol m−3 s−1 ] or [s−1 ]

neff

effective electron generation number

nkd

electroosmotic drag coefficient of species k

Nk

molar flux of species k [mol m−2 s−1 ]

qr

net reaction rate of Reaction r [mol m−3 s−1 ]

R

ideal-gas constant, 8.3143 [J mol−1 K−1 ]

sk

selectivity of product species k

sGRj

selectivity of global reaction GR j

T

Temperature [K]

vW

drag velocity of water in the anode gdl [m s−1]

W

molar mass [kg mol−1 ]

y

coordinate across the membrane

Greek letters
αr

charge transfer coefficient of Reaction r [-]

δ`

thickness of layer ` [µ m]



gdl porosity [-]

η

overpotential [V]

Θk

coverage factor of adsorbed species k [-]

ρ

fluid density [kg m−3 ]

ωk

net molar production rate of free species k [mol m−2 s−1 ]

Subscripts
a

anode

ac

anode channel

28

acl

anode catalyst layer

agdl

anode gas diffusion layer

ads

adsorbed

A

acetaldehyde (CH3 CHO)

AA

acetic acid (CH3 COOH)

ccl

cathode catalyst layer

cross

crossover flux

E

ethanol (CH3 CH2 OH)

k

species k

`

generic layer

r

reaction r

W

water (H2 O)

Superscripts
eff

effective property
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Appendix A. Solution for the coverage factors
The coverage factors of the five adsorbates (CH3 CHOHads , CH3 COads , COads , CH3 ads , and OHads )
are determined by the system of non-linear algebraic equations (12)–(16)
ΘCH3 CHOH :

qI − qII − qIII = 0

(12)

ΘCH3 CO

:

q2 + qII − q5 − q4 = 0

(13)

ΘOH

:

q3 − q4 − q6 − 2q7 = 0

(14)

ΘCO

:

q5 − q6 = 0

(15)

ΘCH3

:

q5 − q8 − q7 = 0

(16)

This non-linear system, which can not be solved analytically, may have multiple solutions, including
complex ones. To avoid non-physical solutions the system can be reduced to a fifth-order polynomial
equation for ΘOHads which must have at least one real root between 0 and 1.
In order to simplify the algebraic expressions, the following notation will be used for the rate constants
of the reactions involving electrons transfer
!
!
αr nF
(1 − αr )nF
Krf = krf exp
ηa , Krb = krb exp −
ηa
RT
RT

(A.1)

Introducing expressions (1)–(11) for the reaction rates in Eqs. (12)–(16) leads to the following set of
equations for the coverage factors

1 − ΘCH3 CHOH − ΘCH3 CO − ΘCO − ΘCH3 CE,acl KIf
− ΘCH3 CHOH KIb − ΘCH3 CHOH KIIf + ΘCH3 CO KIIb − ΘCH3 CHOH KIIIf

+ 1 − ΘCH3 CHOH − ΘCH3 CO − ΘCO − ΘCH3 CA,acl KIIIb = 0

(12’)


1 − ΘCH3 CHOH − ΘCH3 CO − ΘCO − ΘCH3 CA,acl K2f − ΘCH3 CO K2b
+ ΘCH3 CHOH KIIf − ΘCH3 CO KIIb − ΘCH3 CO ΘOH k4 − ΘCH3 CO k5 = 0

(13’)

(1 − ΘOH ) K3f − ΘOH K3b − ΘCH3 CO ΘOH k4 − ΘCO ΘOH K6
− 2ΘCH3 Θ2OH K7 = 0 (14’)
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ΘCH3 CO k5 − ΘCH3 Θ2OH K7 − ΘCH3 K8 = 0

(15’)

ΘCH3 CO k5 − ΘCO ΘOH K6 = 0

(16’)

Converting this system of equations into a single polinomial equation for ΘOHads requires a series of
algebraic manipulations. First, Eq. (15’) must be rewritten as


ΘCH3 K7 Θ2OH + K8
ΘCH3 CO =
k5

(A.2)

Substituting this expression in (16’) leads to


ΘCH3 K7 Θ2OH + K8
ΘCO =
K6 ΘOH

(A.3)

And using (A.2) and (A.3) in Eq. (12’) gives






ΘCH3 K7 Θ2OH + K8
− ΘCH3  χ1
ΘCH3 CHOH = 1 −
K6 ΘOH



 ΘCH3 K7 Θ2OH + K8 
 χ2 (A.4)
− 

k5
with
CE,acl KIf + CA,acl KIIIb
CE,acl KIf + CA,acl KIIIb + KIb + KIIf + KIIIf
CE,acl KIf + CA,acl KIIIb − KIIb
χ2 =
CE,acl KIf + CA,acl KIIIb + KIb + KIIf + KIIIf

χ1 =

(A.5)
(A.6)

Substituting now (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) in Eq. (13’) provides ΘCH3 in terms of ΘOH as follows

CA,acl K2f + KIIf − CA,acl K2f χ1
ΘCH3 =
3
2
β−1 Θ−1
OH + β0 + β1 ΘOH + β2 ΘOH + β3 ΘOH

(A.7)

with
 K8
K8
+ KIIf − CA,acl K2f χ1
K6
K6
 K8
= −CA,acl K2f − CA,acl K2f + K2b + k5
k
!5

K8
K8
− KIIb
+ CA,acl K2f − KIIf χ1 + χ2
k5
k5
CA,acl K2f K7 k4 K8

K7
=
+
+ χ1
KIIf − CA,acl K2f
k5
k5
K6
 K7
= CA,acl K2f + K2b + k5
k5
 K7
+ KIIb + χ2 KIIf − CA,acl K2f
k5
k4 K7
=
k5

β−1 = CA,acl K2f
β0

β1
β2

β3
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(A.8)

(A.9)
(A.10)

(A.11)
(A.12)

Moreover, with the aid of (A.2) and (A.3), Eq. (14’) can be written exclusively in terms of ΘOH and
ΘCH3 , namely


1 − ϕΘOH − η0 + η1 ΘOH + η2 Θ2OH + η3 Θ3OH ΘCH3 = 0

(A.13)

where
ϕ=1+

K3b
K3f

K8
η0 =
,
K3f

k4 K8
η1 =
,
k5 K3f

K7
η2 = 3
,
K3f

k4 K7
η3 =
k5 K3f

(A.14)

Combining Eqs. (A.7) and (A.13), the following equation for ΘOHads is finally obtained
(

+ ϕβ3

) Θ5OH

+ (Bη3 + ϕβ2 − β3 ) Θ4OH
+ (Bη2 + ϕβ1 − β2 ) Θ3OH

(A.15)

+ (Bη1 + ϕβ0 − β1 ) Θ2OH
+ (Bη0 + ϕβ−1 − β0 ) ΘOH
+(

− β−1 )

=0

The fact that this is a fifth-order polynomial equation ensures that there is at least one real root of (A.15).
Moreover, the positive and negative signs of the highest order coefficient (ϕβ3 ) and the independent term
(−β−1 ) guarantee that this root is positive. In order to be physically meaningful, it must be checked that
the value of ΘOH thus obtained lies between 0 and 1.
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